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FORMATION OF SINGULARITIES IN SOLUTIONS OF THE NONLINEAR 

SCHRODINGER EQUATION WITH CRITICAL POWER NONLINEARITY 

HAYATO NAWA 

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 

In this paper, the author would like to report his results of recent papers [23-28] concerning 

the nonlinear Schriidinger equation with critical power nonlinearity (NSC). Our main results are 

Theorem A ("L2 concentration" phenomena [23, 24 , 26]), Theorem B (Asymptotics of blow-up 

solutions [27, 28]) and Theorem C (existence of "blow-up" solutions in the energy space H1 (~N) 

[27, 28]). Moreover, in Sect. 4, he shall briefly mention the further results. 

We start with a review of the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear Schrodinger equation: 

C(p) { 
.au 

(NS) 2t7ft + 6u + /u/P- 1u = 0, 

(IV) u(O,x) = uo(x), 

(t,x) E ~+X JRN, 

X E JRN. 

Here i = .J=I, uo E H 1 (JRN) and 6 is the Laplace operator on JRN. The unique local existence 

of solutions of C(p) is well known for 1 < p < 2* - 1 (2* = ~:!_2 if N ~ 3, = = if N = 1, 2): 

For any u0 E H1 (~N), there exist a unique solution u(t, x) of C(p) in C([O, T m); H1 (~N)) for some 

Tm E (0, =J (maximal existence time), and u(t) satisfies the following three conservation laws of £ 2 , 

the energy and the momentum: 

!lu(t)ll = lluoll. 
2 . 2 p+l 

Ep+l(u(t)) = 1/V'u(t)// - P+ 11/u(t)llp+l = Ep+l(uo), 

ssl vu(t,x)u(t,x)dx = SS f 'Vuo(x)uo(x)dx 
J!tN JJ!tN 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

fortE [0, Tm), where 11·11 and 11·1/p+l denotes the £ 2 norm and £P+l norm respectively. Furthermore 

Tm ==or Tm <=and limt~T= 1/Y'u(t)ll = oo. For details, see, e.g., [11,12,14]. 

As for the existence and non-existence of global solutions of C(p), the following is well known. 

(i) If 1 < p < 1 + 1f, there exists a global solution u E Cb(JR; H 1(JRN)), for any u0 E H 1 (JRN), where 

Cb(~; H 1 (~N)) = C(JR;H 1 (~N)) n L00 (~;H 1 (JRN)). See [11,12,14). 

(ii) If 1 + /t ~ p < 2* - 1, there is a subset B E H 1(JRN) such that for any uo E l3 the solution of 

C(p) blows up, i.e. the L2 norm of its gradient explodes in finite time Tm. See [13,29,30,31,36). 
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As we have seen above, the number p = 1 + .!JJ is the critical number for the existence of blow-up 

solutions of C(p). In what follows, we refer to (NS) with p = 1 + -k as (NSC), i.e., 

(NSC) 

and we shall use the notations 

E(v) = Ea(v), 

The nonlinear Schrodinger equation of the form (NSC) is of physical interest, because (NSC) with 

N = 2 arises in a theory of the stationary self-focusig of a laser beam propagating along the t-axis 

in a nonlinear medium (see i.e. [1,2,15,40]). We may say that the blow-up of solution corresponds 

to the focusing of the laser beam. 

Recently, many mathematicians have studied the formation of singularities in blow-up solutions 

of (NSC) near blow-up time (e.g., [7, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23-29, 35, 37, 38]). Here, it is worth 

while to note that (NSC) has a remarkable property that it is invariant under the pseudo-conformal 

transformations (see e.g.,[7,29] and (1.5) below). This symmetry seems to be closely related to 

the structure of solutions of (NSC) (see e.g., Weinstein [37,38], Nawa and M. Tsutsumi [29] and 

Cazenave and Weisler (7]): in the super critical case (p > 1 + -kl, Merle [19] suggested that every 

blow-up solution of (NS) has a strong limit in L2 at blow-up time; in the critical case (p = 1 + -k ), 
Nawa [23,24] and Weinstein [38] showed that every blow-up solution of (NSC) loses its L2 continuity 

at blow-up time because of the concentration of its L2 mass (see also Merle [20], Merle and Y. 

Tsutsumi [21], and Y. Tsutsumi [35]). Moreover we know how amount the blow-up solution of 

(NSC) concentrate their L 2 mass. Precisely, we can prove [23, 24, 26] (see also [38]): 

Theorem A. Let Q be a nontrivial solution of the elliptic equation 

(A.l) 

such that 

(A.2) 3,IIQIP~ = inf llvll* ll'i7vll 2 

a vEH1(lli:N) llvll~ 
v;iO 

= inf {3.11vll* ll'i7vll 2 -3.llvll~ ~o}. 
vEH1(lli:N) a a 

·v;iO 

Let u(t) be the singular solution of (NSC) such that 

(A.3) lim ll'i7u(t)ll = lim llu(t)lla = oo 
t-+T m t-+TYn 
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for some Tm E (0, co]. We put 

(A.4) .X(t)- 1 
- llu(t)ll~/2' 

(A.5) u>.(t,x) = .\(t)~u(t, .\(t)x), 

(A.6) A=sup(liminf(supj. !u>.(t,x)f 2dx))· 
R>O tTT~ yERN ix-yj~R 

(1) Then we have 

(A.7) 

and we have that, for any e E (0, 1), there are constans K > 0 and To > 0, and there is a right 

continuous function 10 E L;:;'c([To, Tm); ffi.N) such that 

(A.8) 1 fu(t, x + A(t)'Y(t)Wdx ~ (1- e)A, t E [To, Tm), 
lx-yi~R>.(t) 

for any R ~ K. Moreover if A> ~llu(O)fl 2 , then we have 'YO E C([To,Tm);ffi.N). 

(2) Suppose in addition that llu(O)II2 < 2IIQII2. Then by (1), we have 'Y(·) E C([To, Tm);ffi.N). 

Remark 1.1. (1) The equation (A.1) is a time-independent version of (NSC) and arises in various 

domain of physics. See [3,6,27,28,32,36] for the existence of positive solutions of (A.2) and for the 

associated minimization problems. The standard argument shows that Q E S (the space of c= 
functions of rapid decreasing). We can also prove that E(Q) = 0. 

(2) By the first equality in (A.2) and the conservation law (1.2), we see that if lluoll < IIQII, the 

corresponding solution exists globally in time. For this, see Weinstein [36, 37]. Furthermore the 

initail datum Q(x)e-ilxl 2
/ 2 leads to the blow-up solution which blows up at timet= 1 (see [29,37]). 

In this sense, the estimate (A.7) is optimal. 

(3) The formula (A.8) tells us that the focusing of a laser beam could be understood mathematically 

as "L2 concentration" phenomena of blow-up solutions of (NSC). The quantity A measures the "size" 

of the "largest" singularity, since the blow-up solution, in genaral, has several L2-concentration 

points (see Merle [20] and Theorem B of this paper). 

However the profiles of blow-up solutions had not been investigated so well. 

It is worth while to note here that the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NS) also derived from a 

field equation for a quantum mechanical nonrelativistic many body system in the semi classical limit 

(e.g. [11]). Hence it is expected that the solution of nonlinear Schrodinger equation involves a many 

body character in its behavior. Therefore, in general, it seems difficult to trace directly the dynamics 
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of blow-up solutions. In other words, we may not expect the cle<n "trajectories" of singularities as 

in Theorem A (2) generally. 

Concerning the asymptotic behavior of blow-up solution of (NSC), the following results were 

known. 

(I) Let u(t) be a solution of (NSC) such that !lu(t)!l = [[QII and IIV'u(t)[[ -> oo as t--> Trn. for some 

Tm E (O,oo]. Then we have, for .\(t) = [[Vu(t)ll-1, 

[[.\(t)-'}u(t, .\(t)( · - i'(t) ))eiB(t)- Q(-)11--> 0 as t--> Tm (1.4) 

for some ::Y(t) E m;N and &(t) E JR; (Weinstein [37]). 

(II) Let u(t) be a solution of (NSC) such that xu(t) E U(JR:N) and [['ii'u(t)ll --> oo as t --> Tm for 

some Tm E (0, oo). If u(t) satisfies ll(x- a)u(t)[[--> 0 (t--> Tm), then u(t) must be of the form: 

(T -t)-N/2 (-i[xt(a,vW) v( t Xt(a,v)) ..f;;Cx-~t) 
m exp 2(Tm- t) Tm(Tm- t) ' Trn.- t e ' 

(1.5) 

where V(t, x) is also a solution of (NSC) in C(IR:+; H 1 (JR:N)nL2 (JR:N; [x[2dx)) such that E(V(t)) = 0, 

and where 
v 

Xt(a,v)=x-a+v-Tmt 

for an appropriate v E JRN (Nawa and M.Tsutsumi [29]). . 
(III) For given L points {a1,a2,··· ,aL} C m;N, there exist a blow-up solution u(t) of (NSC) ~~ch 

that 
L 

u(t) - L; Qj(t) --> 0 as t--> Tm, (1.6) 
j=l 

where 

Qi(t, x) = (Tm- t)-Nf2 exp ( ~~~m-::~2) Q ( ;m-:jt) eit/2Tm(T~-t) (1.7) 

for Tm E (0, oo) (Merle [20]). 

Remark 1.2. (1) Q(x)eit/2, which is a standing wave solution of (NSC), is transformed into QJ by 

the space-time transformation appearing in the left hand side of (2.2) with a = ai and v = 0. We 

call this transformation pseudo-conformal transformation. Since we have E(Q(·)eitf 2 ) = 0, Qi is a 

blow-up solution of (NSC) such that [[(x- ai)u(t)ll--> 0 (t--> Tm) by virtue of (II). 

(2) These results require additional conditions on initial data (or solutions): lluoll = llQll for (I); 

[xluo E L2(JR:N) for (II) and (III). 

In [27, 28], the author investigated the asymptotic profile of generic H 1 blow-up soluton of (NSC) 

to obtain: 
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Theorem B. Let u(t) be the singular solution of (NSC) such that 

(B.l) lim sup II'Vu(t)ll =lim sup llu(t)llu = oo 
t-+T, t__,T-m 

for some Tm. E (0, oo]. Let {tn} be any sequence such that 

(B.2) 

For this {tn}, we put 

(B.3) 

sup llu(t)llu ,_,; llu(tn)ll,.. 
tE[O,tn] 

and, we consider the scaled functions 

(BA) 

fortE [O,tnf..\~). Then there exists a ,subsequence of {un} (stW denoted by {un}), which satisfies 

the following properties: there exist 

(i) a flnite number of nontrivial solutions u1, u2, · · ·, uL of (NSC) in Cb(JR+; H 1(JRN)) with 

E(ui) = 0 and 8' Jm;N vui(t,x)ui(t,x)dx = 0 (j = 1,2, · · · ,L), and 

(ii) sequences {'y,l,}, {r;;}, · · ·, {'y*} in JRN with limn~oo 1'1';;- 'I'~ I = oo (j =J k), 

such that, for any T > 0, 

(B.5) 

(B.6) 

lim sup 
n-oo tE[O,TJ 

L 

un(t, ·)- I.:uj(t, ·- ;1,) 
j=l 

L 

=0, 

" 

lim sup Vun(t,·)-L'V'ui(t,·-Yn) =0, 
n->oo tE[O,Tj j=l 

L 

(B.7) lim sup 
.n->oo tE[O,T] 

Un(t,·)-Lui(t,·-')'~)-¢n(t,·) =0, 
j=l 

where 

(B.S) 

Furthermore we have 

L 

(B.9) lluoll 2 ~ L llui(t)ll 2 ~ LIIQII 2 . 

j=l 
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where Q is a nontrivial solution of (A.l) and (A.2). 'l'. 

Remark 1.3. (1) If the solution satisfies limsupt-+Tm \JV'u(t)J\ = oo, then we have, by the energy 

conservation law limsupt-+Tm 1\u(t)\\u = oo. So, (B.l) is always assured. If Tm < oo,.we have (B.1). 

with limsup replaced by lim. We can choose a sequence as in (B.2), since we have (B.1). 

(2) The scaled function Un in (B.4) also solves (NSC), and satisfies 1\u.n(t)\1 = 1\u(t)\1 and E(u.n(t)) = 

A~E(u(t)). This is a special feature of (NSC). 

(3) The estimate (B.9) is a consequence of E(ui) = 0 and the characterization of the ground state 

of Q (see (A.2)). 

(4) A typical examle of zero energy and zero momentum solution of (NSC) in L""(IPI.+; H 1(ffi.N)) is 

Q(x)eit/2. 

(5) If u(O, x) is radially symmetric, .i.e.; u(O, x) = u(O, Jx\), we have L = 1 and 'Y~ = 0 in this 

theorem. If u(O,x) has the same L2 norm of the ground state Q(x), i.e. 1\u(O)I\ = 1\Q\1, then we 

have (B. 7) with L = 1 and 4>n = 0. 

Each ui can be considered to correspond to the "strong" singularity in blow-up solution, since 

one has, by (B.7), 

L 

u(t, ·) -2>~(t, ·)- ~n(t, ·) =0, (1.8) 
j=l 

where 

(1:9) 

(1.10) 

We note that there is a possibility that ~n produce "weak" singularities, around which the rate of 

blow-up is lower than \\u(t)\\u· Thus we may say that the term I:f=l u~( t, ·) is the top term of the 

asymptotic expansion of blow-up solution near the blow-up time Tm. If N;;:; 2, "weak" singularities 

may form aN -1 dimensional manifold as in the case of semilinear heat equations (Giga and Kohn 

[10]). If ~n produce no singularity, we can safely say that the blow-up set consists of finite number 

of points as in the case of one-dimensional semilinear heat equations (Chen and Matano [8]). 

However, there still remains a possibility of "ergodic" or "chaotic" behavior of singularities, since 

(as is mentioned after Theorem A) the solution of nonlinear Schrodinger equation involves a many 

body character in its behavior. Each "singularity" {u~} considered to be "a cluster" or "a particle" 

in the analogy of many body Schrodinger equation. If the remainder term ~n(t, x) plays a role of 
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long range potentials, the motion of "clusters" will be very complicated. Thus the expression of 

Theorem B using the sequence of scaled solutions (B.4) may be a considerable one. 

Remark 1.4. As in the proof of (Theroem C;24], we can show that if u(O) E H 1(IFI.N) n L2(ixfdx), 

then 

sup 1-r~>..n[ <co (j = 1, 2, · · · , L) (1.11) 
nEN 

in Theorem B. 

In the next section, we shall sketch the proof of Theorem B, in which we shall need the following 

Theorem C [28]. 

Theorem C. Let p;:;; 1 + -fr. If the initial datum uo(x) = u(O, x) satisfies 

(C.1) 
( '<5 JJli.N \?uo(x)uo(x)dxf 

Ep+I(uo) < lluoll2 , 

then the corresponding solution u(t) of C(p) satisfies 

(C.2) sup IIVu(t)ll = oo, 
tE[O,T=) 

where T m is the maximal existence time, i.e., u( t) blows up in finite time: 

lim IIVu(t)il = lim llu(t)llu = oo 
t----i·T.,.,.. t--Tm 

for some T"' <co; or grows up at infinity: 

lim sup IIV'u(t)ll =lim sup iiu(t)il" = oo. 
t-+oo t---+oo 

This theorem will play a crucial role to prove the finiteness of "singularities" in Theorem B (see 

Sect.2), and Theorem C itself is also an improvement of previous results concerning the existence 

of blow-up solution of (NS) in the sence that we do not require additional conditions on initial data 

except (C.l). We note here that the condition (C.l) can be reduced to the one that 

(1.12) 

since (NS) is invariant under the Galilei transformations: 

(1.13) 

The blow-up of negative energy solutions had been proved under some conditions: lxluo E L2(If1.N) 

(Glassey (13]) while this is an important class of initial data and quite reasonable physically; 
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N ~ 2 and u 0 is radially symmetric (Ogawa-Y Tsutsumi[30]); N = 1 and p = 1 +it (Ogawa

Y.Tsutsumi[31]). Hence the results of Ogawa-Tsutsumi [30,31] ensure that Theorem C with Tm < oo 

holds true for the case of N = 1, and of N ~ 2 and u(O) being radially symmetric. We may say that 
- . 

Theorem C is a weak version of a theorem which has long been speculated. Here "weak" means that 

Theorem C does not assert that every negative energy initial datum leads to the blow-up solution 

of C(p). There remains a possibility that Tm = oo. 

We shall give the sketch of proof of Theorem C in Sect.3. 

Remark 1. 5. Of corse, for the proof of Theorem B, we need Theorem C in the case of p = 1 + it 
only. In [28], one can find the proof of Theorem C for p = 1 + it under the assumption 

instead of (C.l). However the argument also works for p > 1 + -fl with slight modifications. The 

properties in Theorem B that E( uj) = 0 and 8' JJEN \luj (t, x)u.i (t, x)dx = 0 (j = 1, 2, · · · , L) are the 

byproduct of Theorem C. 

2. SKETCH OF PROOF OF THEOREM B 

In this section, we shall give the sketch of Theorem B under the assumption that Theorem C 

holds true. 

Theorem B seems to be closely related to a phenomenon which has been observed in various non

linear problems by the name of bubble theorem or concentrated compactness theorem (for example, 

see [4,16,17,18,22,33,34]). In fact, the proof of this theorem is inspired by Bn\zis and Coron 

One may find that the underlying idea being the method of concentrated compactness due to Lions 

[1'7,18]. However, we do not use the general method of it. Our basic tool is the compactness device 

as in Lieb [16] also Brezis and Lieb [6] and Frohlich, Lieb and Loss [9]). We extend Lieb's 

compactness lemma to space-time one, with which the Ascoli-Arzela theorem plays a crucial role in 

our analysis working with the scaled solutions of (NSC) defined by (B.4). The use of the general 

method of concentrated compactness in the study of blow-up problem for the nonlinear Schrodinger 

equation can be traced back to Weinstein [37]. 

The following proposition is the heart of the matter. 

Proposition 2.1. Let { Vn} be an equibounded family in C([O, T]; H 1 (JRN)) such that 

OVn 4 

2iBt + 6vn + lvni"Nvn = 9n, 

sup llvn(t)ll" =/= 0. 
tE[O,T] 

Here {gn} is an equibounded family in C([O, T]; L"' (IP1N)) such that, for any R > 0, 

lim sup ll9n(t, ·)11,., =' 0, 
n~= tE [O,T] 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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where ~ + ~ = 1. Then there exists 

(i) a nontrivial solution v of (NSC) in C([O, T]; H 1(JP:N)) and 

(ii) a sequence bn} C IRN 

such that forD IS IRN and for some subsequence (stilJ denoted by the same letter), 

as n-+ =· 

Vn = Vn(.' . +In) __:"_, v weakly* in L00 ([0, T]; H 1 (IRN)), 

Vn--> v strongly in C([O, T]; L"'(D)) foro: E [2, 2*) 

Furthermore we 1wve 

strongly in C([O, T]; Lu' (IRN)), 

lim sup f llvnl"' - Jv,.- vi"- Jvl"' ldx = 0, o: E [2, 2"), 
a--+co tE[O,TI Je,.N 

T • 

lim f {E(vn)- E(vn- v)- E(v)} dt = 0, 
n--+oo Jo 

and for any t E [0, T] 

}~ .. ~ {E(vn(t))- E((vn- v)(t))- E(v(t))} = 0. 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

We can safely say that our analysis investigates, by means of Proposition 2.1, how the "dichotomy" 

(in the terminology of concentrated compactness) occurs in the sequence {un} . Theorem B asserts 

that v.n behaves like a finite superposition of .zero energy time global solutions of (NSC) (see (B.5) 

- (B.7)). 

One can easily see that the scaled function Un satisfies 

il'-~·n(t)JI = lluoJJ, 

sup ilun(t)Jio- = 1 for any T > 0, 
tE[O,TJ 

E(un(t)) = >.;E(uo) (--> 0) asn-> oo. 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

From (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12), it follows that {un} is an equi-bounded family in L00 (IR+; H 1(JRN)). 

Thus, by Proposition 2.1, there exist 

(i) a nontrivial solution u 1 of (NSC) in C([O, oo); H 1(JRN)) 

(ii) a sequence {y~} C JRN 
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such that for n@ JP~N and for some subsequence (still denoted by the same letter), 

u~ = Un( ·, · + y~) ~ u1 weakly* in L""([O, oo); H 1(JRN)), 

u~-> u1 strongly in C([O,TJ;L"(O)) 

for a E [2, 2*) as n-> oo. Furthermore we have 

iu~i~u~ -lu~ -u1 i~(u~- u1) -lu1 i~u 1 -> 0 

strongly in C([O, T]; L"' (~N)), 

lim sup ( liu~i"-iu~-u1 i"-lu 1 i"ldx=0, aE[2,2*), 
n-oo tE[O,Tj j.Jf.N 

lim (T {E(u~)-E(u~-u1 )-E(u1 )}dt=0, 
n-+oo Jo 

and, for any t E ~+ 

lim {E(u~(t))- E((u~- u 1)(t))- E(u1(t))} = 0. 
n-oo 

Suppose that limsupn_oo llu~- u1 llu # 0. u~- u1 satisfies 

2i8(u~- ul) + Lo.(ul - ul) + iul - uli~(ul - ul) = gl . at . n n n n• 

where 

g~(t,x) = -(lu~l" -lu~ -u11" -lu1 l")(t,x). 

We note here that (2.16) implies that for any {xn} C ~N and for any T > 0, 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

lim sup llg~(t, · + Xn)liu = 0. (2.22) 
n-oo tE[O,T] 

Clearly {u~ -u1} is an equi-bounded family in L00 ([0, oo); H1 (~N)). At this stage we apply Propo

sition 2.1 to { u~ - u 1 }. 

We iteratively use Proposition 2.1 to construct ui's, and we have 
j 

lim {E(un(t))- E((u~- ui)(t))} = LE(uk(t)). (2.23) 
n-oo 

k=l 

Here the important thing is the finiteness of ui 's. If the iteration were not terminated at some finite 

index, we would have by the construction ofui's that 

}im lim sup li(u~ - uj)(t)Jiu = 0. 
J-oo n-oo tE[O,T] 

The formula (2.23) together with (2.13) and (2.24) yields that 
j 

lim L E(uk(t)) ~ }im lim sup ll(u~- ui)(t)ii~ = 0. 
J-oo k=l J-oon-ootE[O,T] 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

On the other hand, since each ui is in L00 ([0, oo); H 1 (~N)) and solves(NSC), Theorem C tells us 

that E(ui) ~ 0 for any j. From this fact and (2.25), we have E(uj) = 0 for any j. Thus we 

have llujll ~ IIQII for any j (see the definition of Q in Theorem A), which lead to a contradiction. 

Therefoe we obtain L < oo. 
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3. SKETCH OF PROOF OF THEOREM C 

In this section, we shall sketch the proof of Theorem C for p = 1 + tt· VIe can prove the other 

cases (y > 1 + 1t) analogously. 

We begin with 

Lemma.3.1. Let<!? E W4,=(JRN), and let 2\If = v<l> = 2(\¥1, \¥2, · · ·, wN). Then H 1 solution u(t) 

of C(p) (p E (1, 2*)) satisfies, for any t, to E JR, 

(wk, luCtl12l = (\Jik, lu(toWl + c.sjt (v\Jik(sl. vu(s), u(s))ds. 
to 

(3.1) 

and 

(<I>(t), lu(t)l 2 ) = (il'>(to), iu(to)l 2 ) + 2'.5 1: (u(s)' w(s)vu(s))ds. (3.2) 

Furthermore we have the genegalized dilation identity: 

- 28-(u(t), \IJ(t). vu(t)) + 28-(u(to), \II( to). vu(to)) 

(3.3) 

and the generalized "variance" (or pseudo-conformal) identity: 

(3.4) 

Proof. This lemma is an analogue of Ehrenfest's law in quantum mechanics. We give a formal 

calculation below. It can be easily justified by approximating the initial datum Uo with a sequence 

in H 2(JRN) (see Kato [14]). We use the following notations: Lu = (2i8t + 6)u; F = F(u) = 

-luiP- 1u;[A,B] = AB -BA;D = a(t,x)8t +b(t,x) · \7 +c(t.x);(zf,g) = z(f,g),.z E C Let u(t) 

satisfy Lu = F(u). Then we have (Ehrenfest's law) 

2i ~ (u, ou) = (u, liF) - (F, uu) + (u, [£, ll]u). (3.5) 

Putting o = <J! +it\7 (the generalized generator of Galilean transformations), we have (3.1). One can 

easily obtain (3.2) from (3.3) with o = <!?. In order to obtain (3.3), we put i) = 2t8t + <)! · v + ~ v<P 
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(the generalized generator of space-time dilations). Combining (3.2) and (3.3), we obtain (3.4) with 

the help of the energy conservation law (1.2). 

Now we turn to the proof of Theorem C. We argue by contradiction: We assume that the solution 

u(t) of C(1 + t,r) exists globaly in time in the space Cb([O, oo); H 1 (1R'.N)), and u(t) satisfies 

M = tsE~ 1\u(t)IIHt(IR'.N) < oo, 

E(u(t)) = E('UQ) =-Eo< 0 .. 

We take any sequence {tn} such that tn-> oo as n-> oo, and put 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

In what follows, we shall often extract subsequences without mentioning this fact. We note that 

{un} is a bounded sequece in L00 (1R'.+; H 1 (1R'.N)), and satisfies 

1\un(t)ll~ >~Eo, 
E(un(t)) =-Eo 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

for any t E [0, oo) by (3.6). In the same way as in the proof of Theorem B, we iteratively use 

Proposition 2.1 to obtain 

Lemma 3.2. There exists 

(i) a family of solutions of(NSC) in Cb(lR'.+;H1(1R'.N)): Ql1 = {wLwi, · ··},and 

(ii) a family of sequences in IR'.N: l.B1 = { {Yi,n}, {Yi,n}, · · ·} 

such that we have 

lim ~~y~ nl = 00 n-<Xl .L.....J , 
k=2 

(j;:;; 2), 

and, for some subsequence (still denoted by the same letter), we have 

w{,n = Un(t, · + Y{.nl -> wf '¢. 0, 

w{,n = ( u{;,1 - wt 1) (t, · + Y{,n) -> w{ '¢. 0 (j ;:;; 2), 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

weakly* in L""(JR+; H 1(JRN)) and strongly in C([O, Tj; Lq(!1)) for anyT > 0, n@ JRN and o: E [2, 2*), 

and 

lim sup 111w{ nl<> -lw{ n- w{l" -lw{l"ldx = 0, 
n->oo tE(O,Tj JR:N ' ' 

(3.14) 

lim {T {E(w{ nl- E(w{ n- w{)- E(w{)} dt = 0, 
n-+00 lo I I 

(3.15) 
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and, for any t E JR.+, 

J~moo { E(w{,n(t))- E((wi,n- w{)(t))- E(w{(t))} = 0, 

j 

J~moo(llwi,nll~ -jj(w{,n- wi)(t)jj~) = 2: llw~(t)ll~, 
k=l 

j 

J~~ { E(wi,n(t))- E((w{,n- w{)(t))} = LE(w~(t)). 
k=l 

Furthermore, we have: If L = #21 1 < oo, 

lim sup jj(wf n- 1.llf)(t)I!Lu(JlliN) = 0, 
n->oo tE[O,T) ' 

lim sup {supj j(wtn-wf)(t,x)j 2dx}=0; 
n->oo tE[O,T) yEJR;N [x-y[<R 

lim lim sup ll(w{,n-w{)(t)IIL•(JR;N)=O 
J->OO n->oo tE[O,T) 

lim lim sup {sup 1 j(w{ n- w{)(t,x)j 2dx} = 0, 
j->oo n->oo tE[O,T) yEJR;N [x-y[<R , 

for any R > 0. 

From (3.18), there exists a number k(l) E f~ such that E(w~(l)) < 0. We put 

so that we have 

Next stage we consider 

1( )- k(l)r) u t,x =W1 \t,x, 

u 1 E Cb([O, oo); H 1(JRN)) 

8u1 

2i7ft + 6u1 + ju1 jfru1 = 0, 

llu1(t)jj = llu1(0)II, -E1 = E(u1(t)) < 0. 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3. 18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) . 

Just as in the case of {un}, we obtain a family of solutions of (NSC) 212 = {wJ,w~, · ·· }. Among 

them we C&< find a function 

(3.28) 
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such that 

u2 E Cb([O, oo); H 1(JRN)) 

.&u2 2 2 • 2 
2~8t + .6u + Ju JNu = 0, 

llu2 (t)11 = llu2 (0)II, -E2 = E(u2 (t)) < 0. 

Repeating the arguements above, we obtain a family {ui} of solutions of (NSC) such that 

ui E Cb([O, oo); H 1(JRN)) 

&uJ . . • . 
2i- + L':,uJ + JuJJN7.tJ = 0 

&t ' 

IJui(t)ll = llui(O)JJ, -Ej = E(ui(t)) < 0. 

For this family of solutions of (NSC), we have 

Lemma 3.3. For each j, we introduce 

Then we have 

IIQii ~ llui+~(o)ll 2 ~ Dj, 

llui(O)II 2 - Dj 1. 0 (j i L). 

for some positive constant E* for sufficiently large j. 

Furthermore, if llu1(0)JI 2 = D1 for some finite l E f'~, we ha.ve #{uJ} = l < oo. 

One can prove this lemma by the construction of uj 's. 

As in the proof of Theorem A (2) (see [24, 27]), we have, by the definition of Dj, that 

Lemma 3.4. We take j large enough to obtain 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(This is possible by Lemma 3.3.) For any c: E (0, 1), there is a constant Rj > 0 such that there 

exists a Lipshitz continuous function 'Yi( ·) E C([Tj, oo); JRN) such that 

(3.36) 
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for any R ~ Rj and for some Tj > 0. 

In what follows, by space-time translations, we always assume that 

Tj = 0, and /'j(O) = 0, (3.37) 

and we can also assume that 

=0 (3.38) 

by Gali!ei transformations: indeed; if not, taking v = -SS{vuJ(O), uJ(O)) /1Jui(O)II 2 yields that 

and 

(3.39) 

To go further, we need the fine property of /J found in Lemma 3A. Following Ogawa·· Y .Tsutsumi 

(30,31], here we introduce a W3•00 (JR) odd function 

and put, for m > 0, 

0 ~ r < 1, 

1 < -'] ..1.... =' r' . + ,(3' 

~ 0) 1 + ~ ~ T < 2, 

2 ~ :r, 

'l!m(x) = ~rPm(r) = :r;_mcp( !_ ), 
T T m 

'Pm(:r:) = 2 for 

where r = jxj. Here we note that 

I &l I Kl &x! rf>m(r) ~ ml-l, l = 0, 1, 2, 3, 

V'Pm(x) = 2~¢m(r) = 2'Ym(x), 

(3AO) 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

The following lemma shows that we can take 'YJ(t), for an appropriate time interval long enough, 

as the approximate center of mass 'Y::V(t) defined by (3.50) in Lemma 3.5 below. 

Lemma :us. Let e > 0 be arbitrary .number such that s < 1/520, and put 

(3.45) 
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where c'l! is a positive constant defined by 

(3.46) 

independent of j (see (3.41) and (3.43)). We take j large enough to obtain 

l!uj (0)1! 2 - Dj c: 
l!u1(0)1!2 <2, (3.48) 

so that we have 

(3.49) 

(This is possible by Lemma 3.3 and l!uj(O)I! ~ IIQII.) Fbr uJ, we put 

(3.50) 

where 11!20R; is as in (3.39). Then, we have 

(3.51) 

and there are constants R; > 0 such that 

h'Jv(t)i < .,fij, t E [0, 3R;fiQII/ .,fij), (3.52) 

r 1u1 ct, x + ~rct))l 2dx ~ c1 - c:f2)Dj, t e [o, 3R;IIQIII .,;e;). (3.53) 
Jixi'f=4R; 

Proof. We shall show that 1:;-v to satisfy (3.52) and (3.53) for sufficiently large j such that we have 

c:; < N(1 + C'I!)Me. From Lemma 3.4 we know that 

(3.54) 

If I'Y;(t)i :'£lOR;, we have 

j(ll!R;(· -'Y;(t)), fu;(t)f 2) + /j(t)i!u;(O)i! 2 - (1112oR;, fuj(t)f 2)j 

= r + r (111 R; (· -/j(t))iuj (t)i2 + /j(t)iuj(oW- 11120R; iuj (tW) dx 
lux-"Y;(t)l'f=R;J lux-"Y;(t)lf;R;] 

= { < (2Rj +lOR;+ 40R;) { iuj(t)f 2dx 
lux-"Y;(t)lf;R;] lux-"Y;(t)lf;R;] 

< 52R· (iiuj(O)II 2 - (1- :_) D·) < 52R· (:_ + l!uj(O)I! 2 - D;) iiuj(O)Il 2 = 3 2 3 = 3 2 l!u1(o)ll2 
1 . 2 < 10 R;IIu3 (0)il . (3.55) 
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We have used the fact that 

(3.56) 

for any y E JR111 and m > 0. We also here note that -yyv(t) = ('hoR;, juJ(t)i2)/JiuJ(O)jj 2 is almost 

the center of the mass, and (w R; (- - 'Yi(t) ), Juj (t) 12 ) /lluj (0)11 2 is almost the center of the "cluster". 

By (3.55) and (3.56), "the center of the mass" (t) = ('-hoR;, jd(t)j 2)/lluJ(O)jj 2 satisfies 

j-y<cv(t)- -y(t)j < 2R + -~-R < 3R . J . J • J 10 J ]> (3.57) 

r (S, X+ ~ (1 - c)Dj 
jlxi'2:4R; 

(3.58) 

as far as ;'2 lORj. From (3.1) with wk = 'll~oR,• we have that -yyv E C 1 ([0,oo);JR111 ). On the 

other hand, we have from and with 1Jik = W~OR; that 

< vTi /IIQII 

as far as B(/j(t); C B(O; 20Ri ). Now we set 

tj = inf{t > 0; i'tj(t)i = 9Rj}· 

If t ;'2 tj, then we have 

< 

Hence ·we have from and that 

so that we have 

(3.60) 

Thus we obtain 

r 
Jlxi'2:4R; 

x+ ~ (1- t E [0,3RjiiQII/,;c:j). 
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Proof of Theorem B concluded 

Let c > 0 be arbitrary such that 

(3.62) 

where CN = 2 IIQD•IN (see Theorem A). We take j large enough to obtain (3.48) and (3.49). By virtue 

of Lemma 3.5 and its proof, there exists a positive constant Rj > max(K2/10, 1) (for convinience) 

such that we have that for any R > lORj 

{ iui(t,x)i 2dx~(l-c/2)DJ, tE[0,3RiiiQII/FJ), 
Jlxi~R 

(3.63) 

where K2 is the positive constant appearing in (3.43). 

The rest of the proof is a modification of the argument performed in Glassey [13] and Ogawa 

- Y. Tsutsumi. [30, 31]. We shall work with a modified "variance identity" (3.4) together with a 

suitable weight-functio~ <I>. Let </>(r) b~ as in (3.40), and put, form> 0, 

- k Xk IJ!m(x)=</>m(xk)=m</>(-), (k=1,2, ... ,N), 
m 

N rk 
<I>m(x) = 2 t; Jo </>m(s)ds, 

where x = (xi, x2, · · · , XN) E ~N. Here we note that 

I ::l </>m(r) I ;£ m~~~, l = 0, 1, 2, 3, 

Y'<i>m(x) = 2tjJm(x) = 2(tjJ;n(xi) 1 tjJ;.(x2), · · ·, tjJt;:(xN )). 

we take IJ1 and <I> in (3.4) with p = 1 + -/:i as follows: 

IJ!(t,x) = 1}20R;(x), <P(t,x) = <I>20R;(x). 

Then we have 

(<i>2oR;• lui(t)i2) = (<i>2oR;, lui(O)I2) +28't(uj(O), tjJ20R; · V'ui(O)) +t2E(ui(O)) 

+ l ds [ dT (~ (\7· tjJ20R; + 2)- \1· hoR;, iui(t)i") 

- 2~ lot ds los dT ( ( 8;k - 8;tjJ~oRJ8;ui (t), 8kuj (t)) 

If' {" 
+2Jo ds Jo dT(6(\7·1}20R;), luJ(t)12) 

= I+ II+ III+ IV. 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

(3.43) 

(3.66) 

(3.67) 
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One can easily deduce from the first term I that 

(3.68) 

We recall from the proof of Lemma 3.5 that for R > lORj 

(3.69) 

as long as t E [0, 3Ri11Q!!/ y'Ej), Using this, we get 

(~ (v ·~20R; +2)- V· ~20R;, jui(tW) 

;£ ( ~((tv·~20R;\+2)+1V·'hoR;i)tui(t,x)i"dx 
lllxi>20R;l a ' 

;£ ~((NK1+Z)+NKI) f lui(t,x)l"dx 
CJ • • [lxi>20R;] 

;£ ~ ((N K1 + 2) + N KJ) 2CN(eltu(O)II 2 ) 2/N (etlu(O)tl 2 + M). (3.70) 
a 

Here we have used that fact that for v E H 1 (!PC N) 

which follows easily from lORj > K 2 and 

where 

Consequently we obtain 

We shall estimate the third term IlL Noting that 1- a;;{if~OR;(x~;;) ~ 0, we have 

::; 0. (3. 73) 
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Hence we get 

Ill ~ 0. (3.74) 

Making use of (3.69), one can easily obtain 

IV< ~~e\1 (O)I\2t2 < K3e!lu(O)I\2 t2 < ~E*t2. 
= 2 (20Rj)2 u 800 4 

(3.75) 

Collecting the estimates (3.67), (3.68), (3.72), (3.74) and (6,75), we have 

('hoR,, jui(t)j 2) ~ Kol\u(O)I\ 2 (20Rd + 2Kol\u(O)I\ 2M(20Rj)t- ~E*t2 • (3.76) 

Therefore, we can show that 

(<hoR3 , jui(2Rji\QI\/.ftj)j 2) 

~ RJ (400Kol\u(O)Ii 2 + 800K0 1\u(O)I\ 2 M-1-- 2E* ]:_) 
.ftj Ej 

<0 

for sufficiently small e (and sufficiently large j). Thus, we reach a contradiction. 

4. FURTHER RESULTS AND REMARKS 

Our method can be applied to the following Hartree type equation with N f; 3: 

2i~~ + 6u+ (V * juj2)u = 0, (t,x) E !Pi.+ x JF.N, 

where 
1 

V(x) = W' 

(3.77) 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

and* denotes the convolution in JF.N. It is worth 'Yhile to note here that the equation (4.1)- (4.2) 

is also invariant under the pseudo-conformal transformations as well as (NSC). We have frequently 

used the symmetric property of (NSC) in both the proofs of Theorems B and C. Moreover our 

method works for the following.system of nonlinear Schriidinger equation: 

(4.3) { 
2i~~ + 6u+ jvj2u = 0, (t,x) E !Pi.+ x JF.2 , 

2i~~+6v+juj2v=0, (t,x)E.!Pi.+x.!Pi.2 • 

This equation is closely related to the (BCS) theory of superconductivity ( J. Bardeen, L. N. Cooper 

and J. R. Schrieffer. Phys. Rev., 108 (1957)). The blow-up of solutions of (4.3) may correspond to 

the formation of "Cooper pairs'' on the Fermi surface: note that the "singulaities" in Theorem B 

are described by zero energy and zero momentum solutions. 

In [41], we discuss the inverse problem of Theorem B. 
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